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 Joint Stock Company "Raut" Address: str.Decebal, 13, Balti, Republic of Moldova, MD-3121
tel.: (+373 231) 2-92-69,2-04-59 tel. / fax: (+373 231) 2-71-30, 2-64-40 E-mail: reut@beltsy.md
http://www.raut.md Eugene Chiaburu Born on July 3rd, 1947, in Zaicani village, Rishcani district
Processing engineer, had graduated from Lvov Polytechnic Institute (1970). From 1997 - the
general director of «Raut» JSC. Contemporary man has accustomed to a comfort in such a
degree that does not already imagine how it is possible to manage without some electric
appliances and installations. Considerable part of consumer goods is manufactured by industrial
enterprises of the republic, including Joint-Stock Company «Raut».  Joint-Stock Company
«Raut» is one of the largest plants of Moldova, where 900 persons work (management strives
to create maximal number of well-paid working places).
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  It is multi-functional enterprise having rich experience in production of sonar equipment,electro-technical equipment, electronic appliances and consumer goods; sonar and marineinstallations and equipment; cathode protection stations; electricity meters; electric hot platesand frying cabinets, desk gas hot plates, umbrellas, radio sets and many others. Also, theenterprise provides services of repair, recovery and manufacturing of railroad parts, as well asservices of metal processing, manufacturing of rubber  and plastic parts, production of printedcircuits, electroplating of parts etc. Enterprise's products are certified (quality certificateISO-9001:2000) and their annual volume amounts to 30 mln. lei.   JSC «Raut» realizes itsproducts in a specialized shop and through the commercial network. Most part of products isexported to Russia, Ukraine, Italy, Germany and India. Products released by the enterprise arein demand of many branches of industry and consumers. Later on, the enterprise intends torele-ase not only appliances proved themselves to be good, but also to arrange production ofnew ones. Enterprise strives to extend fields of its activity using all possible means, carries outsearch of sales markets, strengthens cooperation with similar enterprises and improves in everypossible way the quality of products. It becomes possible due to faithful, well arranged andeffective work. «Raut» management is exigent to itself and its employees. Participation inexhibitions, fairs and contests was marked with following premiums and diplomas: premium forquality of electric appliances and umbrellas (Moscow, 1999); State premium for achievements inthe field of quality, productivity and competitiveness of pro-ducts (Kishinau, 2000 and 2001);Gold medal (Paris, 2001); premium for high quality of products at the fair «Karaotkel» (Astana,2002); diploma for the invention «Moara universală pentru fermieri» at the exhibition«Infoinventica» (Bucharest, 2002).
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